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space applications (Frank et al. 2011). An extended version of the LOCM domain model acquisition system (Cresswell, McCluskey, and West 2009) has also been used to
help in the development of a puzzle game (Ersen and Sariel
2015) based on spatio-temporal reasoning. Web Service
Composition is another area in which domain model acquisition techniques have been used (Walsh and Littman
2008). These tools vary in the speciﬁcs of the input language,
such as example action sequences (Cresswell, McCluskey,
and West 2009; Cresswell and Gregory 2011), or action sequences and a partial domain model (McCluskey et al. 2009;
Richardson 2008); the query system by which they acquire the input data, which is typically static training sets,
although there are examples working with an interactive
querying system (Walsh and Littman 2008; Mehta, Tadepalli, and Fern 2011); and the target model language, including STRIPS (Cresswell, McCluskey, and West 2009; Cresswell and Gregory 2011), probabilistic (Mourão, Petrick, and
Steedman 2010), and numeric (Gregory and Lindsay 2016;
Hayton et al. 2016). However, in each case the user is left
the responsibility of deﬁning a formal representation for the
solution.

Abstract
In this paper, we describe an approach for learning planning
domain models directly from natural language (NL) descriptions of activity sequences. The modelling problem has been
identiﬁed as a bottleneck for the widespread exploitation of
various technologies in Artiﬁcial Intelligence, including automated planners. There have been great advances in modelling
assisting and model generation tools, including a wide range
of domain model acquisition tools. However, for modelling
tools, there is the underlying assumption that the user can
formulate the problem using some formal language. And even
in the case of the domain model acquisition tools, there is
still a requirement to specify input plans in an easily machine
readable format. Providing this type of input is impractical for
many potential users. This motivates us to generate planning
domain models directly from NL descriptions, as this would
provide an important step in extending the widespread adoption of planning techniques. We start from NL descriptions of
actions and use NL analysis to construct structured representations, from which we construct formal representations of the
action sequences. The generated action sequences provide the
necessary structured input for inducing a PDDL domain, using domain model acquisition technology. In order to capture
a concise planning model, we use an estimate of functional
similarity, so sentences that describe similar behaviours are
represented by the same planning operator. We validate our
approach with a user study, where participants are tasked with
describing the activities occurring in several videos. Then our
system is used to learn planning domain models using the
participants’ NL input. We demonstrate that our approach is
effective at learning models on these tasks.

Deﬁning these logical formalisms and applying them consistently requires time and experience in both the target domain and in the representation language, which many potential users will not have. It is therefore important to consider
alternative input languages, such as Natural Language (Goldwasser and Roth 2011). Natural Language (NL) input is the
most natural way for humans to interact and it is no surprise
that there is much interest in using NL as input for computer systems. In day-to-day life, Siri and its competitors
are controlled by simple spoken word input, but can activate
complex procedures on our phones. In the RoboCup@Home
competitions robots are controlled by task descriptions and
are automatically translated into a series of simple actions
that can be performed on the robot. And NL lessons have
been used to learn partial representations of the world dynamics for game-like environments (Goldwasser and Roth 2011).
A key aspect of these systems is an underlying language,
which the NL input is mapped onto. For example, in the
case of RoboCup@Home, an input of ‘go to the living room’
might be mapped onto quite a different representation, using
the action name ‘move’ and requiring a set of parameters that
break the movement into smaller steps between connected

Introduction
Modelling problems appropriately for use by a computer
program has been identiﬁed as a key bottleneck in the exploitation of various AI technologies. In Automated Planning, this has inspired a growing body of work that aims
to support the modelling process including domain acquisition tools, which learn a formal domain model of a system
from some form of input data. There is interest in applying domain model acquisition across a range of research
and application areas. For example within the business process community (Hoffmann, Weber, and Kraft 2012) and
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Figure 1: System overview: NL sentences are transformed into reduced representations (action templates) (a) that are clustered
based on similarity (b). Consistent formulations of the original sentences are then extracted (c) and a PDDL domain model is
induced using the domain model acquisition tool LOCM (d).

Background

rooms. Therefore in these domains there is still a requirement
for a domain engineer to develop the formal representation.

Here we present relevant background in planning, domain
model acquisition and NLP approaches.
The description of a planning problem in PDDL (McDermott et al. 1998) is separated into two parts: the domain
model, a deﬁnition of the problem domain that deﬁnes the
world and its behaviours; and an explanation of the speciﬁc
problem to be solved within that world. It is the domain
model which is the target output of our approach. A domain
model is a tuple, D = O, P, deﬁning the sets of operators,
O, and predicates, P. An operator, O ∈ O, is represented
by an operator header: a unique symbol (operator name)
and a list of typed variables (parameters). The operator body
consists of three sets of predicates: the preconditions, and the
add and delete effects. An action, A, is a planning operator,
O, that has been instantiated with problem constants (parameters, preconditions and effects) and an action header is a
name and a list of constants (the instantiated parameters).
Our approach builds over work in domain model acquisition, which exploits assumptions in the structure of the
input to learn planning models using a minimal input language (Cresswell and Gregory 2011). LOCM (Cresswell,
McCluskey, and West 2009; Cresswell and Gregory 2011;
Gregory and Cresswell 2015; Gregory and Lindsay 2016) is a
family of domain model acquisition systems that operate from
a set of example plans and generates a planning domain in
the standard Planning Domain Deﬁnition Language (PDDL).
The LOCM procedure uncovers the structure embedded in
the action sequences in order to identify FSM descriptions
for each object type. In order to do this, the system observes
the transitions that an individual world object makes and then
generalises these behaviours to types based on the parameter
position that the objects take in each action. The structures
captured by the FSMs are then used to deﬁne a domain model
and from this and the input sequences, problem descriptions
can be generated.
We use Stanford CoreNLP (Manning et al. 2014), a
publicly-available and widely-used annotation pipeline for

In this work we consider the problem of generating planning action representations automatically from a collection
of NL sentences that are descriptions of actions. The beneﬁt of this is that we can target domain model acquisition
systems, but do not have to manually deﬁne a formal representation for the solution. The key challenge is to generate
an appropriate formal representation, from which a general
and concise model can be induced, and that best represents
the input sentences. Our approach, illustrated in Figure 1,
can be summarised as follows. The ﬁrst step (a) generates a
reduced representation of each sentence, an action template,
which captures the main action as well as the objects that are
mentioned and an indication of their roles in the sentence.
The second step (b) uses a measure of functional similarity,
based on the reduced representations, in order to cluster sentences into operator sets. A consistent action representation is
then established by deﬁning a mapping between the members
of each cluster. The action sequences are then rewritten (c)
using these action representations and used to induce a PDDL
domain model (d) using the domain model acquisition tool,
LOCM2 (Cresswell and Gregory 2011).
In our implemented system user interaction is allowed during the development of the representation, although it is not
required at any step. There are three key aspects where the
user can inﬂuence the representation: the user can rephrase
sentences where an action was not detected; they can modify the automatically selected sentence clusters (operator
sets); and ﬁnally they can correct or ﬁll-in missing action
roles (parameters). In the evaluation, we demonstrate that our
approach can accurately identify behaviour groups in NL sentences describing actions, rewrite related sentences using a
single representation and be robust to certain inconsistencies.
These sentences were used to induce a PDDL model in three
domains: Towers of Hanoi, Logistics and Tyreworld.
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CoreNLP
Annotation

Pick up Parcel1 from location B and put in the red truck
[Pick/VB
compound:prt>up/RP
dobj>Parcel1/NN
nmod:from>[B/NN case>from/IN compound>location/NN]
cc>and/CC
conj:and>[put/VB nmod:in>
[truck/NN case>in/IN det>the/DT amod>red/JJ]]]

Action
Template

NL

action : pick and put {
object : parcel1
from : location b
in : red truck }

order to maintain the same level of granularity as the input
descriptions, internal action predicates are merged to join a
single action template. In Figure 2 the internal put predicate
is merged into the pick action, creating a single action
template for pick and put. It is important to notice that
this structure is similar to the one generated for S2 in Figure 1
for quite a different sentence structure.

Partitioning sentences into operator sets
The next step is to identify an appropriate partitioning of
the reduced sentences that best represent them, in order to
derive a set of consistent and general operator descriptions (as
shown in Figure 1(b)). Our approach is to deﬁne a distance
measure between sentence pairs and use it to identify clusters.
As each cluster represents a planning operator in the ﬁnal
domain model, we also consider, in the following discussion,
how the clustering can be controlled in order to effect the
generality of the generated domain model.

Figure 2: Example NL sentence input, with its CoreNLP
annotation and resulting action template after rewrite rules:
from CoreNLP annotation, verb, subject and object of the
sentence form the action name and arguments (see text).
natural language analysis. Of most relevance to the current
work are the syntactic parsing annotations CoreNLP produces. Syntactic analysis in CoreNLP is a two-stage process.
Firstly, phrase structure trees are generated using statistical
analysis of datasets containing many examples of manually
annotated sentence parses (Klein and Manning 2003). Secondly, these phrase structure trees are converted to dependency parse graphs using a series of manually-curated rules
based on patterns observed in the phrase structure trees (de
Marneffe, MacCartney, and Manning 2006).

Functional distance between sentences
The ideal distance measure would estimate the difference
between the underlying functional process described in the
sentences. This would require a rich description of the underlying process, whereas we consider how this can be estimated
using the sentences in isolation. However, we do not want
to directly estimate the distance between the sentences. Instead we want to estimate the structural difference between
the sentences, with speciﬁc focus on the key action of the
sentence. In particular, we want to exploit the structure of the
generated templates (previous section), which identiﬁes the
main action of the sentence and provides a context for the
purpose (or role) of each object in the sentence.
For example, consider these sentences:

Extracting action templates from NL input
The ﬁrst step in our approach (see Figure 1(a)) is generation of action templates: reduced representations of input
sentences, which capture the main action, objects that are
mentioned and an indication of their roles in the sentence.
For this we utilise the dependency graphs output by CoreNLP,
illustrated in Figure 2. The structure of this middle representation must be further simpliﬁed to move closer to a predicate
logic representation. This is achieved through a recursive set
of rules that crawl the dependency graph, transforming the
relations based on their types. Most importantly, the root verb
of the sentence forms the basis of the action name, while the
verb’s subject and objects form the arguments. Conjunctions
introduce new clauses of the sentence, which form further
predicates. Other relation types such as modiﬁers and compounds are used to transform the names of the predicates
and arguments. The input of this process is a sentence and
the output is a collection of slot label (e.g., in) and slot ﬁller
(e.g., red truck) pairs. Where an action is detected, one or
more of the slot ﬁllers will identify action name elements.
The other slot labels indicate the associated slot ﬁller’s role
in the sentence.
There are many possible ways that users could formulate
sentences to describe what happens during a single action.
This structure therefore provides a reduced representation
that identiﬁes the main actors in an action and the roles
that they play in the sentence. It should be noted that our
approach relies on consistent object references (e.g., ‘the
red truck’ in Figure 1) throughout the action sequence. In

S5
S6
S7

The truck has moved from Aberdeen to Dundee
A green box was put onto the truck in Dundee
The truck was driven from Dundee to Stirling

Sentences S5 and S7 are very similar in structure and probably describe a similar underlying behaviour. In particular,
we observe that the words moved and driven are in fact often
used interchangeably and that representing them with a single
operator would lead to a more concise and general model. In
contrast, sentence S6 differs in the speciﬁc verb as well as
the structure of the sentence and therefore we would expect
it to be represented in a planning model with a different planning operator. In general then we would expect that those
templates that are similar to each other might be represented
by a single operator. However, it is not as simple as collecting
similar verbs. For example in Figure 1, S2 and S4 share the
same verb, however, describe different behaviours, which
can only be distinguished by the roles of the objects in the
sentences.
We ﬁrst describe our approach for estimating the similarity
of individual symbols (i.e., the distance between them) and
then build from this to a complete similarity measure.
Distance between terms In this application, we are specifically interested in whether words can be used in place of
each other and are therefore synonymous with each other. We
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use a collection of online lexical resources1 in order to generate a set of weighted synonyms (a similar approach was used
to ﬁnd antonyms for action and predicate names in (Porteous
et al. 2015; Lindsay et al. 2015)). Online lexical resources
provide a source of typical synonyms without relying on the
user to identify similar terms; however, the quality of output
can be inconsistent and therefore it is prudent to combine
several sources. Each source, Si , can be seen as a function
providing a vote and its score for each word pair can be normalised to a value between 0 and 1 (higher scores for higher
correspondence). The sources can also be parameterised by
the parts of speech (POS) of the generated synonyms, which
is useful in the case of estimating action type similarity, as
these tend to be verbs. We deﬁne the similarity function,
SIM(w0 , w1 , P OS), which estimates the similarity between
words w0 and w1 , with the set of accepted POS, as:
n
SIM(w0 , w1 , P OS) = n1 i=1 Si (w0 , w1 , P OS)

into similar groups. We can use the distance matrix for the
distance between templates pairs for clustering, which saves
deﬁning a projection of a template into a space.
We adopt the Partitioning Around Medoids (PAM) implementation of the k-medoids method (Kaufmann and
Rousseeuw 1987). This approach partitions the data into
k clusters, each associated with a representative data point,
considered the most central in the cluster. The speciﬁc beneﬁts for this work are that the algorithm partitions the objects
and operates from the dissimilarity matrix of the data points,
allowing us to use an arbitrary distance score.
Model generality Selecting an appropriate clustering is
an interesting problem and one that will effect the generality of the ﬁnal representation. There may be more than
one correct partitioning of the sentences into correct behaviour groups. For example, consider the various encodings
of stacking behaviours in PDDL: Depots, Towers of Hanoi,
and multiple representations of Blocksworld. Our default
approach is to calculate the average silhouette score for the
clusters (Rousseeuw 1987), which evaluates the clusters by
averaging the similarity within clusters and dissimilarity between clusters, with respect to the distance measure. This
can only be evaluated accurately for at least 2 clusters, so we
ﬁrst test to determine whether more than 1 cluster is appropriate (Duda, Hart, and others 1973). The optimal average
silhouette score indicates a good trade-off between the size
of k and the amount of dissimilarity in each cluster.
Our system supports interaction at this stage, allowing the
user to pick between different values of k, but also changing
the clusters. It is interesting to notice that the user organises
(their own) NL sentences into behaviour groups and therefore
does not need to interpret any abstracted representation.

In the case of multiple word terms, the above function is generalised using the Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein 1966)
of the two word sequences (using a symbol for each word)
and using the complement of the similarity scores (distance
measure) as a partial match cost. This provides a measure of
correspondence between the sequences, while also respecting
ordering.
Similarity measure The similarity measure is based on
the idea that if the actions involved in a pair of sentences are
similar and the roles of the objects are similar then we expect
that the function that the sentences are describing is similar.
The similarity measure for templates τ0 and τ1 , denoted
by δ(τ0 , τ1 ), is computed from two values:
• SAN(τ0 , τ1 ) : The similarity of the action names (entries in
slots with label action) of τ0 and τ1 ;

Generating a domain model

• SSL(τ0 , τ1 ): The average similarity for each non-action
slot label (each role) from τ0 to τ1 , where for each role of
τ0 the closest matching role of τ1 is selected.

We have presented our approach for selecting the operator
sets that determine the main language for the generated domain model. In this section we construct a planning model
that represents the dynamics captured in the NL action descriptions. The ﬁrst step is to deﬁne the action language of the
planning model and this is achieved by demonstrating a consistent formalisation within each group of templates that have
been partitioned into a single operator set (as shown in Figure
1, step (c)). This supports the rewriting of the sentences as
sequences of action headers, which is a sufﬁcient input for
domain model acquisition (Figure 1, step (d)). We conclude
the section by considering how missing values (parameters)
can be addressed.

These values rely on the similarity SIM(w0 , w1 , P OS), deﬁned above, which is used with action names with the argument, P OS=verb and for roles with argument, P OS=∗
(any part of speech).
The similarity measure can be computed as:
δ(τ0 , τ1 ) = γ × SAN(τ0 , τ1 ) + (1−γ) × SSL(τ0 , τ1 )
The parameter γ controls the importance in similarity between roles and action names.

Cluster-based approach to operator sets selection
Clustering identiﬁes groups of elements, which are similar
(or close) to the elements in their own group, while being
dissimilar (or far away from) elements in other groups. It is
a hard problem in general, especially in domains where the
number of clusters cannot be guessed. However, it is a very
well studied area and many off-the-shelf toolkits exist. In
this speciﬁc problem we want to cluster the action templates

Formalised representation of the sentences
We use the centre most element (the medoid and therefore
a natural output from the clustering algorithm) as the basis
for the operator description. For the associated template we
deﬁne an operator header as follows: the name is the concatenation of the terms with action slot labels (joined with
a symbol, e.g., ‘-’); and the parameter list is represented
by the (non-action) slot labels (i.e., the slot ﬁllers represent
instantiations of those parameters). The translation of the
medoid sentence into the language of the action model is a

1

Merriam-Webster http://www.dictionaryapi.com; Big Huge
Thesaurus http://words.bighugelabs.com; Power Thesaurus http:
//www.powerthesaurus.org
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(a) Blocksworld (training)

(b) Towers of Hanoi

(c) Logistics

(d) Tyreworld

tence (see the discussion for plan rewriting in the evaluation).
Missing values are indicated and can be ﬁlled in by the user.
The main beneﬁt of this approach is that the user can interact
with the system using only NL.
The default behaviour in this case is to break the plan
into two action sequences by removing the partially speciﬁed action. That is, for a plan π = a0 , . . . , ai , . . . , an , and
partially speciﬁed action, ai , we create two plan fragments:
π F 1 = a0 , . . . , ai−1 and π F 2 = ai+1 , . . . , an . These fragments can then be used as input to the domain acquisition
system instead of the complete plan descriptions.

Evaluation
In this section we present a case study examining the approach developed in this paper. This is split into two sections:
the ﬁrst examines the viability of acquiring suitable input
sentences from users; the second examines whether operator
sets can be synthesised that generalise user sentences and
planning models induced.

Figure 3: Screenshots from the videos used in the evaluation.

space-separated concatenation of the name and the slot ﬁller
(multiple words joined with a symbol, e.g., ‘-’), for each of
the slot labels in order.
To translate one of the other templates τ  of the cluster, we
establish a mapping between the slot labels of the medoid
template, τ M , and those of τ  . This is done by establishing
a best match between the slot labels of the templates, by
maximising the overall similarity of labels, using the (previously deﬁned) function: SIM(slot-labelτ M , slot-labelτ  , ∗).
The sentence is then constructed in a similar way, except
for a speciﬁc slot label, the mapping is used to identify the
corresponding slot label in τ  and use its entry instead of
τ M . In the case that a mapping is not found for a tag in y%
of the members of a cluster then the tag is pruned. As in
some cases a description will have more information than is
necessary, this ﬁltering process aims to identify the important
parameters for the operator.
The output of this process are sequences of action headers
that each instantiate one of the operator headers implied by
the behaviour groups. It has been shown that, within certain
restrictions, sequences of action headers provide sufﬁcient
evidence of the dynamic structure of planning domains and
can be used directly to induce a domain model (Cresswell
and Gregory 2011). It is presenting the key objects in consistent orderings (achieved through our mapping approach) that
allows LOCM to uncover the inherent structures. It is then
the job of LOCM to identify the key relationships between
the parameters of actions, which it then encodes as predicates
in the induced domain model.

Acquiring action descriptions
In order to obtain the action descriptions we asked naive users
to explain animations that depicted action sequences from a
collection of typical planning benchmark domains. The users
were provided with recommendations for constructing the
sentences and were provided guidance when their sentences
did not meet these recommendations. In each case we noted
the type of deviation that was made and we are therefore
able to provide an indication of the areas where training is
required, or opportunities for supporting similar approaches
with inference. The speciﬁc descriptions made by each user
still provide a wide variety of inputs.
We gathered sentences from 10 participants with a mixture of backgrounds and no experience of PDDL or related
languages. In each session we collected 39 action descriptions between 3 domains. The session started by reading an
introduction to the study and several recommendations for
the sentences, including general properties of the sentences,
e.g., that it was a stand-alone sentence without co-reference
(not enforced). The key recommendations were: that the sentence should always include an explicit description of the
starting situation of the main object before the action (e.g.,
pick up the blue block from the red block); and to use consistent referencing for objects; for example if you refer to an
object as ‘the red block’ to always use this name. The participants were then shown an example video and sentence in the
Blocksworld domain (Figure 3a). The participants described
actions for animated videos in the following domains:

Missing parameter values
In practice, a user may not always mention all of the objects
involved in an action, or may not be consistent with the objects mentioned. There is no guaranteed method of inferring
the missing parameters as the correct dynamics of the system (even if they can be expressed in STRIPS) are unknown.
Thus the system supports user interaction at this stage, allowing the user to both ﬁll in missing parameters and correct
incorrect parameters. The representative sentence for each
cluster is used as a template to rewrite each of the sentences
of the cluster. The slot ﬁllers of the representative sentence
are replaced with the relevant ﬁllers from the member sen-

• Towers of Hanoi: The benchmark domain, visualised with
cards and not pegs (Figure 3b). A card can only be placed
on top of a card with a lower rank. The player must move
the cards so that all 4 cards are piled on the right-most
stack. We used the ﬁrst 8 moves of a solution.
• Logistics: A standard logistics domain with misplaced
packages that must be relocated using trucks (Figure 3c).
The goal indicates the ﬁnal conﬁguration of the packages.
The videos presented one small (4 step) and one longer
(15 step) scenario.
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Hanoi
Logistics
Tyres

Ref. Variation More info. Action detection Others
3
5
1
2
0
7
3
4
0
4
4
0

p1 p2
Hanoi 0(1) 0(3)∗
Log. 0(3) 0(3)
Tyres 2(6) 2(6)∗

p3
0(2)∗
1(4)∗
2(6)

p4
0(1)
0(3)
0(5)

p5
0(1)∗
0(3)
3(5)∗

p6
0(1)
1(3)
1(5)

p7
0(2)∗
0(3)
1(5)∗

p8
0(2)∗
1(4)∗
1(5)∗

p9
0(4)∗
0(3)
2(6)∗

p10
0(2)∗
0(3)
1(5)∗

Table 2: Number of errors and clusters (in parenthesis) for the
sentences for each participant (p1–p10) in the three domains.
Each cell records the number of wrongly allocated sentences
and the cluster count in parenthesis. The symbol ∗ indicates
at least one k (not selected by silhouettes) partitions the
sentences into distinct behaviours.

Table 1: The number of instances for each category of
guidance required by participants during sentence collection
(from a total of 390 action descriptions collected). The categories are: referential variation, more required information,
no action detected in the sentence, and others (concentration
and participant instigated querying of verb use).
Open the boot of the red car
Take out the jack from the boot of the red car
Put the jack underneath the front of the red car
Lift the front of the red car with the jack
Remove the front wheel of the red car
Replace the front wheel of the red car
Let down the front of the red car with the jack
Take the jack from underneath the front of the red car
Put the jack into the boot of the red car
Close the boot of the red car

that were surprisingly good. There were relatively few typos
and only one occurrence of entering the wrong event. There
was only one occasion where a participant changed the way
they were recording a behaviour during a scenario in such
a way that the following sentence did not include enough
information (from a lack of concentration). Although we
had to request more information on several occasions, the
participants typically continued to provide this in subsequent
descriptions (within that scenario).
In a ﬁnal step, we normalised user references, e.g., ‘point
A’ and ‘A’ were both mapped to ‘location A’. This was in
order to assist with reference disambiguation and parsing,
e.g., ‘A’ is a word and parsed differently from ‘B’ or ‘C’.
In general, the main limitation of the sentences was speciﬁc missing information. Therefore, considering how this
information can be recovered from alternative sources, including additional user input is key future work in extending
the applicability of this approach.

Figure 4: An example of the input NL sentences (from participant p5) describing the actions in the Tyreworld scenario.
• Tyreworld: A subset of the benchmark domain. The scenario involves jacking a car up by opening the boot, removing the jack, raising the car and removing the wheel
(Figure 3d), before reversing the process. An example of a
participants sentences are presented in Figure 4.
Table 1 presents a coding of the guidance that was required
during participant construction of input sentences. These can
be largely divided into two areas: parsing the inputs and
guidance on speciﬁc content of the inputs. The main parsing
issue involved a failure of the parser to extract actions from
the sentences. We were able to test the user sentences as
they were constructed and therefore discover an alternative
quickly. In these cases (e.g., ‘load’ or ‘lower’ at the beginning
of a sentence) we asked the participant to consider using an
alternative verb.
The main limitation observed in the user sentences was
missing out one of the key actors in the action. It is perhaps
unsurprising that in the ﬁrst sentences for Logistics and Towers of Hanoi the participants often did not mention the starting
location when describing moving a card, truck or package.
Although it should be noted that the participants had been
explicitly asked to do so using the Blocksworld example.
Missing information was less of a problem in the Tyreworld
domain. The most common omission was not mentioning the
jack’s role in lowering the car.
In Towers of Hanoi, some of the participants described the
cards moving between columns, or an enumeration of the
cards in the involved stacks. Use of alternative referencing
encodings (referential variation) was not observed in other
domains. Of course these alternative descriptions are valid
and more importantly might be appropriate for alternative
model acquisition target languages.
There were certain aspects of the participants’ sentences

Inducing planning models
In this part we take each participant’s input separately and
learn a domain model using the process as presented.
Identifying behaviour groups The ﬁrst stage is clustering
the sentences into individual behaviour groupings. Table 2
shows the number of errors in splitting the sentences into
behaviours. In Logistics there are three main behaviours and
the clustering approach typically divides the sentences accordingly. There were several cases (p6, p7, p8, p10) where
the same verb was used for distinct behaviours, e.g., using
‘moved’ for driving, loading and unloading. However, the
clustering was robust to this, although in some of these cases
other causes impacted on the performance. This demonstrates
the importance of using the roles as part of the similarity
measure. In fact the only source of error in Logistics was
inconsistency in the sentences. This happened both in verb
use (p3) and different role identiﬁers (p6, p8, p10).
Whereas in Logistics there seem to be clear distinct behaviours, there is more ambiguity in the other domains. In
the Towers of Hanoi examples there are 4 behaviours that
can be distinguished: from empty, to empty; from empty, to
card; from card, to empty; and from card, to card. In some
cases the participants made consistent distinctions and some
of these behaviours were isolated. In Table 3 we present the
number of behaviours that were correctly isolated using different values of k in the clustering algorithm. In some cases,
no distinction in language was made and only a single be-
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Table 4: Whether the correctly clustered sentences induced a
model. : a PDDL model was induced; n: some ﬁxes were
required and then a model was induced; ∗: a partial model
was induced before ﬁxes; R: a correct representation was
constructed.

Table 3: Tower of Hanoi results for participants (p1-p10).
For the 4 possible behaviours (i.e. clusters k = 1 to max.
4.):  indicates the participant correctly distinguished the
behaviour;  the number of clusters selected by the average
silhouette score; ‘1’ indicates a single change was required;
and  failure to distinguish behaviour (see text).

The learnt PDDL model Once consistent formulations of
the input NL sentences had been extracted, the resulting action sequences were formatted, as action headers, and input

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

Formalising the behaviour representations In this part
we assume that the behaviours have been correctly identiﬁed
and split into different clusters (i.e., not necessarily the one

Avg. Silhouette

haviour was identiﬁed (e.g., p1, p4 and p6). The ‘to empty’
and ‘empty to empty’ behaviours were the most commonly
distinguished.
The performance of the silhouette selection is not as effective in Tyreworld. The number of samples from each participant is small and this is particularly relevant in Tyreworld
where there can be 10 different behaviours (depending on
participant encoding). It is important to note that there are
7 out of 10 cases where the distance measure distinguished
behaviours for some value of k. The silhouette plot presented
in Figure 5 illustrates how close the silhouette scores were
for p5 to a correct partitioning at k=8.
In Logistics and Hanoi, the γ (the bias between action
name and roles in the distance measure) values: 0.33, 0.5
and 0.66, generated the same clusters. In Tyreworld there
are small differences in the order the sentences break into
separate clusters as k is increased. However, there is only one
change in silhouette score (p2) and by k = 8 (approximately
the number of behaviours) all clusters are the same.
In general over the 3 domains there are only 4 instances
where there is not a valid partitioning for some value of k.
This provides support that the selected distance measure is
an effective approach for identifying behaviours. However,
choosing amongst correct partitionings is still an interesting
problem, as it can inﬂuence the generality of the induced
model. However, pragmatically selecting one that has least
missing values could be considered.

selected by silhouettes). A representative was selected for
each cluster and then a mapping was made onto each member of the cluster to identify the best match for each of the
(unﬁltered) representative’s roles. We set the parameter for
tag ﬁltering at y = 20%.
As we have seen above (e.g., Table 3) in Towers of Hanoi,
the participants varied in their chosen description strategy.
When selecting a single cluster, the action headers for participants p1, p4, p5, p6, p7 and p8 are equivalent to the PDDL
benchmark model. Participants: p2, p3, p9, p10, made distinctions between the different behaviours. In these cases
the short action sequence that they were asked to describe
was insufﬁcient to provide enough examples for LOCM to
induce a model properly. However, for participants, p2, p3
and p10, the ﬁnal operator headers correctly described the
actions. For p9, the rewriting rules used during parsing removed some of the important content and so the resulting
operator headers, while correct for the information, did not
contain all the important objects. In each case except 9, if
additional sentences are added (we added 15 sentences) using
a consistent method of description and the sentences are separated into four clusters then a PDDL similar to the 4-operator
Blocksworld model is induced.
In Logistics the participants used predominantly consistent
sentences within each of the three behaviour groups. Out of
four inconsistencies, there were two cases (p8 and p10) that
prevented the correct slot ﬁllers to be identiﬁed. For example,
one participant mixed ‘onto’ and ‘into’ and these words are
not identiﬁed as synonyms by the selected sources. However,
p3 changed their explanation of taking a package out of a
truck from: ‘The Parcel1 has been taken out of the red truck at
location C’ to ‘The Parcel2 has been removed from the blue
truck at location E’. The sources matched both ‘taken’ and
‘removed’ as synonyms, as well as the roles ‘from’ and ‘out’.
This highlights how the use of synonyms help to generalise
over some of the variation in descriptions.
In Tyreworld the main structure is in sequential applicability of operators. One participant captured a more factored
model, representing the jack moving out from the car boot to
the ground, round the car and then to a position underneath
the car (with its return journey). This provided a traversal
structure, whereas most of the other descriptions used distinguishing language between the behaviours, e.g., putting the
jack in and taking it out of the boot.

2

4

6

8

10

12

k

Figure 5: Plot of average silhouette scores for different values
of k in Tyreworld (participant p5).
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drive_1 red_truck location_A location_B
move_2 Parcel1 location_B red_truck
drive_1 red_truck location_B location_E
move_3 Parcel1 red_truck location_E
drive_1 red_truck location_E location_C
move_2 Parcel2 location_C red_truck
drive_1 red_truck location_C location_A
move_3 Parcel2 red_truck location_A
move_2 Parcel1 location_E blue_truck
move_3 Parcel1 blue_truck location_E
drive_1 blue_truck location_E location_C

Figure 6: Induced FSM for a jack in Tyreworld. The states
have been labelled for presentation.

Figure 7: Logistics domain: plan generated from a larger
example including sentences S1-S4 (participant p6).

to LOCM. LOCM generates a collection of FSMs that characterise the dynamics of the problem domain. For example,
Figure 6 presents the structure identiﬁed for the jack object
for a participant’s sequences for Tyreworld. These FSMs can
be used to induce a planning domain model (e.g., the Logistics domain for the sentences of p6 is presented in Figure 1)
and in combination with an action sequence, to generate a
problem model. For example, a planning problem was generated using p6’s descriptions of the Logistics scenario (a
larger example of sentences S1-S4) and Figure 7 presents a
plan generated to solve that problem.
During processing, the mapping from the original sentence
to the action template is retained and the parameter positions
of the operator are identiﬁed in each sentence. This provides
us with a template for rewriting a generated plan by ﬁtting
the arguments into the sentence. For example, in Figure 7,
we present a plan generated using the learnt model. Using the
template for the move 2 operator, plan step two can be rewritten as ‘move the Parcel1 from location B into the red truck’
(underscores retained for clarity). The development of this
would be to modify the sentence using a language model,
e.g., selecting determiners.
This system presents a step towards a general interface for
exploiting planning technologies using only NL.

These include (Sil and Yates 2011) who used text mining
via a search engine to identify documents that contain words
that represent target verbs or events and then uses inductive
learning techniques to identify appropriate action pre- and
post-conditions. Their system was able to learn action representations, although with certain restrictions such as the
number of predicate arguments. Branavan et al. (2012) introduce a reinforcement learning approach which uses surface
linguistic cues to learn pre-condition relation pairs from text
for use during planning. The success of the learnt model
relies on use of feedback automatically obtained from plan
execution attempts. Yordanova (2016) presents an approach
which works with input text solution plans, as a proxy for
instructions, and aims to learn pre- and post-condition action representations. However this approach uses hand-coded
representations of the initial and goal state for input plans.

Conclusion and future work
We believe this is the ﬁrst approach that generates PDDL models directly from NL without an existing target model. Our
approach harnesses a selection of existing technologies, including Standford CoreNLP, several online lexical resources,
PAM, and LOCM. In our evaluation we demonstrated that the
system can create formalisms from a variety of different NL
representations. Although improving the robustness of the
approach will be important future work, it should be noted
that once a model is generated then it can be combined with
the large body of existing work that looks at mapping NL
onto existing formalisms. In the current approach, separating
the sentences into appropriate behaviours plays an important
role in determining the quality of the generated PDDL model.
Important future work will explore generating models with
various granularities and identifying whether they can be
supported by the information content of the input sentences.
Another avenue of future work is considering more intelligent ways of dealing with missing information. Our approach
relies heavily on a sufﬁcient number and length of fully speciﬁed sequences in the input. An interesting approach would be
to use a predictive model to estimate the parameter selections;
perhaps taking inspiration from the recommendation system
approach presented in (Krivic et al. 2016) for predicting initial world object properties. Alternatively, we could target
other domain acquisition systems, such as (Mourão, Petrick,
and Steedman 2010) that handle noisy data.

Related work
The majority of related work has aimed at mapping NL input
onto an existing formal representation.
In RoboCup@Home various approaches have been
adopted to deﬁne the mapping onto the grounded domain
representation. For example Kollar et al. (2013) present a
probabilistic approach to learning the referring expressions
for robot primitives and physical locations in a region. And
Mokhtari, Lopes, and Pinho (2016) present an approach to
learning action schemata for high-level robot control.
In (Goldwasser and Roth 2011) the authors present an
alternative approach to learning the dynamics of the world
where the NL input provides a direct lesson about part of
the dynamics of the environment. For example, the lesson:
‘You can move any of the top cards to an empty free-cell’ is a
general rule that applies across several grounded situations.
Each lesson is supported by a small training data set (e.g., 20
examples) to support learning from the lessons. In contrast
to our approach, their system relies on a representation of
the states and actions, which means their NLP approach can
target an existing language.
More closely related to our work are attempts to learn
planning models in the absence of a target representation.
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